EVENT INFORMATION:
February 22, 2024  |  10:00 AM - 1:00 PM
UCLA  |  Charles Young Grand Salon
Event also available via Zoom. Link will be provided after you RSVP.

Join campus leaders, faculty, staff, students, and national higher education experts for a transformative half-day event fostering innovation and optimism. The forum will reflect on UCLA’s journey as an emerging Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI), highlighting its unique contributions to educational access and research. Celebrate progress and envision an even brighter future for inclusive excellence in higher education.

EVENT OBJECTIVES:
Cultivate collaboration to foster an environment that promotes innovation, cultural humility, and inclusive excellence.

Explore the significance of UCLA’s HSI initiative in the broader state and national context, emphasizing opportunities and challenges in nurturing future Latino leaders.

Acquire practical and concrete strategies for implementing culturally responsive pedagogy, curriculum, and mentorship in higher education, especially within STEM.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Michele Siqueiros
President,
The Campaign for College Opportunity

Dr. Sonia Zarate
Senior Program Lead,
Howard Hughes Medical Institute

EVENT CONTRIBUTORS:

FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS EVENT PLEASE EMAIL: HSI@CONET.UCLA.EDU OR VISIT BIT.LY/HSIVISIONING